
Announcement relating to the following

- Adjustment - 

Plain Warrants 

of Goldman Sachs Bank Europe SE 

linked to 

BioNTech SE - ADR 

The company BioNTech SE has announced the payment of a special dividend of USD 1.534223 

(being a gross dividend of USD 2.111 less USD 0.02 dividend fee, less USD 0.556777 German 

withholding tax) per Depositary Receipt. Effective date of this measure was 2 June 2022. 

Due to this measure, the underlying "BioNTech SE - ADR" (ISIN: US09075V1026) of the Plain 

Warrants (the "Securities") listed in the table below which are issued by Goldman Sachs Bank 

Europe SE was replaced by a basket (the "Basket" ) which consists of 1 BioNTech SE – ADR 

(ISIN: US09075V1026) and a cash amount of USD 1.5342 with effect to 2 June 2022 in accordance 

with the terms and conditions underlying these Securities. All references in the Conditions 

underlying the respective Securities to "Underlying" or "Share" or "Depository Receipt" or 

"BioNTech SE - ADR" shall in the future be understood as references to this Basket.  

Plain Warrants 

ISIN 

DE000GK0SJ59 

DE000GK0SJB0 

DE000GK0SJE4 

DE000GK0SJG9 

DE000GK0SJJ3 

DE000GK0SJK1 

DE000GK0SJL9 

DE000GK0SJM7 

DE000GK0SJN5 

ISIN 

DE000GK0SJQ8 

DE000GK0SK23 

DE000GK0SK49 

DE000GK0SK64 

DE000GK0SKC6 

DE000GK0SKD4 

DE000GK0SKE2 

DE000GK0SKF9 

DE000GK0SKG7 

ISIN 

DE000GK0SKH5 

DE000GK0SKJ1 

DE000GK0SKN3 

DE000GK0SKT0 

DE000GK0SKU8 

DE000GK0SKV6 

DE000GK0SKW4 

DE000GK0SKX2 

DE000GK0SKY0 

ISIN 

DE000GK0SKZ7 

DE000GK0SL22 

DE000GK0SL30 

DE000GK0SLD2 

DE000GK0SLL5 

DE000GK0SNH9 

Frankfurt am Main, 8 June 2022 

Goldman Sachs Bank Europe SE 
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